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We commenced 2021 full of hope after the long lockdowns
of 2020 and we got through the first half of the year with a
few short “circuit Breaker’ lockdowns which were
disruptive but manageable. We had another a couple of
shorter lockdowns at the start of term 3 and so when
another lockdown was announced on 6th August we all
thought it wouldn’t be for too long…little did we know!

The lockdown rules allowed students with a disability to
attend on site if they were not able to work from home and
their parents wanted them to attend. However, we still also
had to limit numbers on site to comply with COVID safe
guidelines. This meant that many students were attending
school, often part time, but were not always with their
classmates or their regular teachers. It is lovely to finally
have all students back on site fulltime and programs back
to normal.

P R I N C I P A L ’ S  R E P O R T

Much of this term has been about relearning some of the school routines and expected behaviours as we
all developed different routines during lockdown.  One thing that I know several families are struggling
with is sleep routines. During lockdowns we were able to stay up later and sleep later as there was no
need to be up ready to go early in the morning. Shanae Vanderwert our Mental Health Practitioner and
Maria Nespeca our Welfare Officer are available to work with families to help them re-establish routines.

We have also noticed that some students are presenting with more rigid repetitive behaviours and
obsessions following lockdowns and the constant changes we have all been dealing with. This is often the
way students manage stress and anxiety.

When they don’t understand what’s going on around them, obsessions and rituals let them take some
control of their surroundings, help to comfort them, and relieve feelings of stress and anxiety. This is all
fine if the behaviour is not impacting on them or others, but this is not always the case. Some students get
stuck in the ritual or so focussed on the object of interest that they can’t attend to their learning or
complete other tasks. Again, Shanae has been helping support these students and their families and we
have developed plans to reduce their anxiety, place some limits to the ritual or obsession and teach
alternative ways to manage their stress.



$30,000 Active Schools Grant to erect two large sheds next to the bike path to allow us to store the
bikes and teaching resources where they are used and to provide a teaching space for the bike
education program.

Obviously, the implementation of ‘Zones of Regulation’ across the school is the cornerstone of our work in
supporting students’ mental health and reducing anxiety and we were very proud of our therapy team who
won the most outstanding team award at the recent Principal’s Association of Specialist Schools Awards
for their work in this area. An example of the value of this work was when Jason was presented with a
Jagajaga resilience award for using zones to understand and manage his emotions during a stressful
personal experience.

Facilities grants and upgrades

It is hard to believe that the school is now 10 years old! Ever since we moved to this site, we have been
developing the school grounds to create a safe and welcoming environment that caters for the learning
and sensory needs of the students. As I walk around the beautiful, lush grounds it is difficult to recall the
clay and mud that surrounded us when we moved in. This transformation is a testament to the hard work
of the school community and in particular Margaret Sulikowski our garden educator who manages to make
everything grow!

One of the positives to come out of the COVID situation is that there have been several new funding
initiatives and of course we have applied for everything! So far this year we have been awarded:
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p r i n c i p a l ' s  r e p o r t  c o n t .



$25,000 Shade Sail grant to instal shade structures in the kitchen garden and next to the bike shed to
create more outdoor learning spaces.

$200,000 Inclusive Schools grant to instal a wheelchair accessible swing and carousel in the Middle
Years playground, upgrade paving in the playgrounds to make spaces more accessible for students and
make some additions and improvements to the bike path. As it is a large grant the education department
manages the project so that one won’t start until mid-next year.

We have another two applications that we have submitted and are waiting to hear if we have been
successful.Earlier in the year we used school funds to instal rubberised soft-fall around our trampolines and
are currently investigating some additional climbing equipment in Early Years.
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Janel Bailey - 15 years 
Gurinder Kaur – 15 years 
Karissa Tucker – 15 years
Marisa D’Amico - 10 years
Deb Biglin – 10 years

School Holiday program

Last week we were also notified that our application for funding to run a joint holiday program with Croxton
School had been successful. This is really exciting and will provide a much-needed service for families during
the term breaks. Following an expression of interest process and a joint meeting of the two school councils we
have decided to partner with Their Care to run the program. They are currently providing Out of School Hours
Care in several specialist schools throughout Melbourne and have been highly recommended. We will provide
further details early next year with the first program to run in the April school holidays.

Cultural worker

Last year we received a $10,000 Supporting Carers Locally grant to employ a Somali cultural worker to help
build connections with families through various support group activities. Obviously, we had limited opportunities
to meet in person but Samsam was in regular contact with families, explaining things that were happening at
the school and supporting families during lockdowns. This year we received an additional $36,000 to build on
this work and hopefully will be able to run regular sessions for parents next year.

Acknowledgements

At the end of each year there are always some people we need to acknowledge. Firstly, I would like to pay
tribute to the wonderful staff we have at the school. As usual they have banded together as a team to support
students, families and each other through this difficult time. I am particularly grateful to the wonderful
leadership team Bronwyn (AP), Meg (Leading Teacher) and Georgia (Learning Specialist) who have been a
wonderful support to me and have worked tirelessly adapting to the ever-changing COVID guidelines and
supporting staff and families through all the challenges the year has brought. Of course, a big thank you to
Mandy our amazing business manager who keeps everything running smoothly and makes it look easy.
However, I know on the days Mandy is away there are constant interruptions - answering the phone, taking
delivers and responding to all the staff questions - I don’t know when she actually gets time to do all her other
work!

Each year we acknowledge staff who have worked at the school for extended periods of time (10 or more
years). Whilst we aren’t having an event this year, we have bought gifts to thank them for their continued
dedication to the school. This year’s recipients are:
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E A R L Y  Y E A R S  1
As 2021 comes to an end and hopefully all restrictions, we look back on the year, a roller coaster of
emotions felt by all, but our amazing little group of students, some in their first year of schooling continued
to grow in confidence, resilience, and their learning.

Restrictions may have put an end to any excursions and swimming programs, but they inspired us to
explore more of Waratah’s outdoor spaces. Students enjoyed the equipment in the exercise yard that is also
home to many fruit trees. The students were able to pick, smell and taste mulberries, figs limes and lemons.
Chasey became a favourite game for many students and provided opportunities to develop social,
communication and play skills. Giant outdoor bubbles as part of our sensory/science learning was a winner
amongst all students so much so that students from other sections joined in the festivities.

In the classroom, students continued to demonstrate their enthusiasm and engagement in their learning with
our literacy program ‘Little learners love literacy’ where students learnt the letter and its sound. We focused
on shared reading this term and students were invited to explore our growing library, choosing books of
interest. Ali enjoyed all things spider related, Ihsan was continually amazed by anything transport, Koshin
enjoyed books that included counting, Kai and Abdimalik were our superhero fans and Areef was interested
in our range of big books and their props.

Learning about our emotions and feelings continued this term with support from Shanae, Waratahs resident
Occupational Therapist. We were all amazed at how far all students have come with identifying their
emotions, labeling the correct zone and furthermore exploring and choosing an activity that supports self-
regulation. Well done Ali, Ihsan, Abdimalik, Areef, Kai, Tony and Koshin you all should be very proud of
yourselves.

‘Caring for myself and toys’ theme encouraged students to look after themselves by applying sunscreen,
hand washing and making healthy food choices that lead to making popcorn, fruit juices and smoothies.
From all of Early Years 1, we would like to wish you a very Merry Christmas and a safe and happy holiday.
We look forward to seeing you all again next year in 2022.

Best wishes from Marisa, Rebecca, Krystyna, Sally, Ali, Ihsan, Abdimalik, Kai, Tony, Areef and Koshin.

This year we only have two students graduating – Teddy and Istahil but they will leave lasting memories.
Both students started at the school when we were in Brunswick, and it has been delightful to see them grow
into confident, respectful and capable young adults. Due to COVID restrictions we ran a hybrid Graduation
Ceremony with some people attending on-site and others joining in remotely. It was lovely to acknowledge
their achievements and share memories of their time at the school. This is a significant life event for the
students and their families and I wish them all the best in their future ventures. 

I hope you all have a happy and restful break and can enjoy the festive season with your family.Fingers
crossed for a positive and uninterrupted 2022!

- Jenny

p r i n c i p a l ' s  r e p o r t  
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E A R L Y  Y E A R S  2
A photo speaks a thousand words, and these photos showcase the pure joy and growth each individual
student has achieved in 2021. Sara, Lewis, Harerta, Aarika, Orla and Angelina, this year has been busy and
at times chaotic, but being together has made everything okay. Thank you for reminding everyone you work
with, to slow down and appreciate the simple pleasures in our daily lives. 

Your unique view on the world has helped us to see through your lens, by listening to the sound of a
favourite toy, looking through a book with excitement, finding a quiet place to enjoy nature, touching and
squeezing different textures, making loud sounds and stomping your feet to your own rhythm.

We have developed a strong sense of the ‘group’ and the people that make up the EY2 team. It has been
wonderful to see you sharing space and equipment with your peers in a playful and kind way. 
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This semester we have embraced the great outdoors and have taken every opportunity to get up and out, to
move our bodies. We have enjoyed bike riding, working our muscles on the exercise equipment, climbing
and crawling in the PMP room, footy day and bouncing on the exercise balls. Not only has this been good
for the student’s physical strength and ability, but their overall happiness and wellbeing.

The students in EY2 have begun to transfer their interests and social capabilities outside the classroom and
when working with different people. Movement, music and play are expressed and enjoyed in many different
forms by each individual student, across their school day. We hope that the year 2021 will carry many fond
memories from working together, Alicia, Theresa, Beth.

e a r l y  y e a r s  2  
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Term 4 brought on a pot pourri of emotions: excitement and enthusiasm with a hint of apprehension and
anxiety; will we be back for good or not? Kids and staff quickly realized we were here to stay and any
uncertainty was quickly replaced with green zoned energy and attitude. Early Years 3 was ready to learn,
ready to re-engage and ready to have fun!!!

Lara, Raffaele, Ilyas and Jackson were eager to get back into regular routine. They followed the daily
schedule and their personal schedule beautifully. They enjoyed working through their learnt tasks during tub
work time and looked calm and content with familiar activities throughout the day. Reconnecting with peers
and friends was important for them as they displayed pure joy during play sessions.

Halloween was celebrated by all students in the middle year’s courtyard. We got dressed up and paraded
the grounds while being spoilt with goodies from the Mr. Blue Zone, aka Kurtis!

E A R L Y  Y E A R S  3

The lovely weather has allowed us to participate in some outdoor activities, such as exercise in the senior’s
yard. Kids come together and learn to take turns on the exercise equipment, while fulfilling their sensory
need for movement. Early Years 3 loves this time of day, where there are many opportunities to run, play,
exercise and interact with others.

Many of our students have enjoyed visiting ‘Farm Raiser’ at the back of our school. We get to walk around
and observe the harvest, feed the dog and chat to our lovely friends. We are excited to be working with
Farm Raiser next year and experience all the opportunities our students will be provided with, as a result.
It is fantastic to see, that although our students have been away for a great part of the semester, they are
showing significant progress with their individual goals. 
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Their passion for learning and their resilience is to be commended. Thank you to all the parents and carers
that have helped and supported their children and us during these difficult times. Their hard work is evident
in the results we are seeing at school.

Early Years 3, together with all staff from Waratah SDS, would like to wish you and your family, a very
Merry Christmas and a safe and prosperous New Year. We look forward to coming together again next year,
rejuvenated, energised and ready for learning once again!

Cheers from Georgia, Laura, Claudia, Jackson, Ilyas, Raffaele and Lara!

e a r l y  y e a r s  3  

Alex, Ben, Deng, Khalid, Mahad and Riley have all returned to school eager to see their friends. There have
been some wonderful moments in the playground as all of the Early Years students met up again and
enjoyed time playing on the swings and the trampoline.  They have also made the most of the playroom.
They have set up an elaborate train track and enjoyed the soft toys, doll’s houses and construction sets.

Classroom routines have been re-established and it has been exciting to see so much progress as the hard
work throughout the year started to come together. The enthusiasm and skill they are bringing to their
reading and writing has been phenomenal.  Students have made so much progress with identifying the
sounds that letters make and in decoding simple words. The Marvel books have been popular and a great
way of engaging students in conversations about books. There have been some exciting leaps in
communication skills and in how independently students are carrying out a wide range of tasks.Students are
loving starring in their own video models and telling stories and jokes to each other.

Students have worked hard on their social skills as they adjusted to being back in the classroom.Our anti-
bullying strategy has led to lots of discussion about what to do if other students do something that makes
you feel scared. You tell them to stop and you go and tell a teacher. Some of our students have been a little
over enthusiastic in applying this and are happy to intervene if anybody does anything they don’t like.

While we have not been able to have excursions, we have had a few special events including Book Week
and Halloween. There have also been some birthday celebrations which the whole of Early Years has
enjoyed.

I think all of the students have been growing as the demand for toast and vegemite has been massive.It is
great to see how independently they can make the toast and spread the vegemite. Some of the students
have also been working for a cup of tea as a reward. They love coming to the staffroom wearing their masks
to fill a thermos with hot water and then back to the classroom to dunk the tea bag and stir in the cold water
or milk and sugar. It is a delight to watch them sit down together for a cuppa.

Half of the students from EY4 will be moving into Middle Years next year and they will go with a lot of
excitement and a lot of skills. We look forward to seeing them out in the Middle Years Playground with their
new friends.

We wish you a Happy New Year and look forward to seeing you again after a relaxing holiday.

Meg, Ariana, Alex, Ben, Deng, Khalid, Mahad and Riley

E A R L Y  Y E A R S  4
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What a year it has been! It was great to see all the students back in term 4. Due to interruptions of
schooling, we have had less opportunity to have specialist classes. Of the few classes that we have had,
the students continued to work on their ICT & Digital Technologies goals. 

The early year students continued to learn how to activate and deactivate devices and use educational apps
such as Pic Collage to add photos. The middle year and senior students focused on their cyber safety skills
and focused on how to stay safe online and learned what is considered private information. They also
worked on their computer skills and have been introduced to coding robots to perform a specific tasks. It
was so great to see the students’ enthusiasm and their eagerness to be at school again. The students have
made great progress and will continue to work on these goals in 2022. 

It’s been another challenging year but the students have managed these changes very well. I’m so glad that
the students got to enjoy their last term at school! Have a restful, safe and wonderful holiday! Looking
forward to seeing everyone back in 2022!

Kind Regards,

Ivy Pham
ICT & Digital Technologies Teacher

I C T  A N D  D I G I T A L  T E C H N O L O G I E S
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I C T  a n d  d i g i t a l  t e c h n o l o g i e s   

G A R D E N

The bee pollination garden got started. The site was prepared for soil, seeds and plants.

We were donated euci-mulch and have been climbing the mound with joy. We have been moving the
mulch (our soil blanket) to trees that will need the support over the summer.

A tree was added to our edible native garden area – Eucalyptus Olida – a strawberry gum. We look
forward to a mature leaf to make a sweet tasting cuppa.

Celebration of National Bird Week – bird spotting and naming. Thanks to the Seniors Transition students
we have been drawing them as well.

With our garden hothouse water system repaired, Early Years 4 got started on making tree cuttings. We
look forward to doing much more propagating in the New Year and passing on our baby plants to the
wider community.

How good has it been to see the students return to onsite learning!

The garden program provides our students with a wonderful opportunity to learn and work in the school
grounds. Greeting our return was the fruit laden lemon and mulberry trees. It wasn’t hard to walk together to
the mini orchard and help each other pick and taste. Some even got packed and taken home!

Project and celebrations we were able to carry out:

Kindest regards, Margaret
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M I D D L E  Y E A R S  1
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M I D D L E  Y E A R S  2
Middle years 2 has had a busy and happy year despite the lockdowns and many changes they brought.
They proved themselves a pretty resilient bunch by coping beautifully with some potentially unsettling
teacher changes as well. The gardening program has been a highlight for the class, with each individual
student getting something different from it, whether that was the pleasure of helping and doing some heavy
work, enjoying handling different textured plants and smelling a variety of herbs, or transferring fruit into
baskets to deliver to other classes.

As the weather has warmed up, they have been enjoying having the opportunity for more water play outside
and being with their middle years friends in the playground. 

Everyone has loved being part of the cooking program, especially chopping fruit for smoothies, which all
members of the class are able to eat and thoroughly enjoy.
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S A T E L L I T E
From the trials and tribulations of the year, it is nice to see that we are able to stretch our wings a little bit
more and enjoy ourselves! Satellite has kept plugging along and worked our best whenever we could! From
the time we have had together, we have enjoyed playing, cooking, socialising, working on our
communication and play skills. 

We are super happy to have everyone back at school and we are enjoying each other’s company and
settling into a routine. We look forward to seeing you all after the break. 

From the staff at Satellite and Waratah, we wish you a safe and happy holiday! Take care.

Welcome to Middle Years Three. We have had such a fun year, playing learning and laughing together. We
certainly try and make every moment together as fun as possible. One way in which we have done this is by
incorporating puppets and characters into different learning areas. Felix the Frog and Mary the Monster are
two characters who have helped us with our literacy and numeracy learning. Thank you for a wonderful
semester two, I look forward to spending time with all of you again next year. 

M I D D L E  Y E A R S  3
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m i d d l e  y e a r s  3

2021 has been a very unpredictable year, however, I want to thank and commend all the parents, students
and teaching staff who have all managed to stay positive throughout a difficult year. This year staff,
students and parents have really embraced Zones of Regulation, this has resulted in students gaining an
understanding about their emotions and learning how to manage their emotions using sensory strategies!!
Student’s managing their own emotions means that they can ensure their bodies and minds are in an
optimal state for learning and engaging in school tasks. 

Teachers have been working on providing students with sensory strategies throughout the day to help
maintain their levels of alertness. A big thank you to the rest of the therapy team who helped me role out
Zones of Regulation across the school these past two years. The therapy team are feeling proud of the
whole Waratah SDS community and their commitment to Zones of Regulation, which means we are in the
green zone! 

Waratah SDS staff and students have also done a lot of work on fine motor skills, handwriting, and
increasing independence with activities of daily living. I have seen so much improvement and progress from
every section this year, well done! I hope everyone enjoys the holidays and I look forward to seeing more
progress and improvement from all students in 2022!

Shanae

Occupational Therapist

O C C U P A T I O N A L  T H E R A P Y
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o c c u p a t i o n a l  t h e r a p y

C O O K I N G
It was such a delight to welcome students back into the cooking room after yet another disruptive beginning
to the semester so that we get back to some normality and engage our taste buds with some healthy eating.  
The focus of the cooking program for this semester has been on giving students the opportunity to engage
and explore a variety of healthy fruit options within a fun, hands-on environment that embraces their
senses, so that students can explore different fruits by looking, touching, smelling, and hopefully also
tasting and enjoying them. 

Students have enjoyed preparing and making dishes such as: seasonal fruit salads served with freshly
made fluffy pancakes or waffles, fruit smoothies, banana and strawberry sorbet, and fresh vegetable & fruit
juices.

Students have been encouraged to engage and explore cooking at their individual level in a structured and
supported environment. They also learn about kitchen safety and hygiene (including cleaning up &/or
putting things in the ‘finished’ tray, and especially to be careful and ‘keep hands to self’ when cooking with
a fry-pan. They access the program from sensory experiences to developing basic food preparation skills,
such as: washing hands and ingredients; cutting, slicing, and dicing; measuring and adding ingredients
together; using differing kitchen appliances to mix, blend and juice; heating and cooling ingredients to cook,
alter and prepare differing dishes; and also serve and set the table for themselves &/or classmates.

Many of the Senior students have also participated and engaged very well in their differing duties during
Coffee Club over the semester. Students follow a 10-step visual schedule to: count the number of staff
orders and how much money we make on a particular day; help organise cups, utensils, ingredients, and
prepare the coffee machine for service; learn to froth milk and make differing coffees including cappuccinos,
lattés, long blacks, espressos, and hot chocolates; clean-up; and make an announcement to staff when all
the orders have been completed.
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c o o k i n g
Over the coarse of semester, during both the cooking program and Coffee Club, students have been working
one-on-one with staff assistance to learn and practice these skills, with the aim of gradually building and
developing as much independence as possible. So a BIG THANKYOU goes out to all the Educational
Support staff, for all their assistance, patience, passion and dedication. Well done and BIG THUMBS UP up
to all the students, I look forward to more healthy cooking adventures with you all next year!!! 

Kind regards, Kurtis 

S E N I O R  T R A N S I T I O N  1
Another school year interrupted by factors out of our control. A big thank you to all Harley, Daniel, Emily,
Seth, Oliver, Kai and their families for being so flexible, understanding and gracious. 
Although our community access program did not develop the way we had hoped the video of our local walk
has been watched and enjoyed many times. It’s great to see the students looking happy and confident with
each other and in a setting outside of the school gates.
 
We welcomed a new student and his family into ST1 this semester. Kai brought with him some fantastic
drawing, origami, building and ICT skills as well as broad and expansive collection of music. We look
forward to see much more of Kai in 2022.

Joining coffee club for the first time it was wonderful to see Harley and Daniel try their hand at some new
skills. Harley’s joy at frothing the milk translated into a very nice latte. It was also great to see Daniel
working with staff to build some display shelves for the early and middle years classrooms. 
Students worked hard to complete a couple of big projects this year. In tribute to Seth’s cultural heritage
ST1 created a stepping stone walk way depicting the GunaiKurnai creation story. Students also took
responsibility for the ongoing care of the Senior Exercise court yard. Both of these projects were enjoyed by
the whole school community. A fantastic team effort.

With so many restrictions on celebrations and socializing It was great to see our students participating in
online assembly’s and whole school special celebration days like book week, Beltane and cultural day.
Sharing our many beautiful out door spaces was one of the better outcomes brought about through lock
down school.

As we usher out 2021 and look forward to 2022 I want to commend the young adults in ST1 for their
resilience and maturity. For a number of the students this is their first year as a senior at Waratah. If the
calm and inclusive attitudes we witnessed this year are anything to go by then the future holds many
possibilities. 

Well done and thank-you Harley, Daniel, Emily, Seth, Oliver and Kai.

Krysten, James, Rose and Kristi.
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s e n i o r  t r a n s i t i o n  1
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It was so wonderful to welcome students back into the art room after yet another disruptive beginning to the
semester so that they could unleash some of their pent-up creative energy. We have focused on having a
very fun-filled, hands on and sensory-based semester 2 by encouraging students to engage and explore art
making at their individual level, where they are able to access the program from sensory experiences to
exploring and learning about the concepts of the elements and principles of art making, such as: line, shape,
colour, tone, texture and form. This has aimed to give students opportunities to experiment with art
techniques, work on artistic skill development, and make and communicate choices.

A R T

During the semester, students have been exposed to a wide variety of artistic skills and techniques, such as:
painting; drawing; collage; and printmaking. Fine motor skill development has also naturally been embraced
within these differing art making techniques and activities, as students explore and experiment with using:
paintbrush’s; crayons/pencils/textas; fingers and hands to paint and draw with; rollers; sponges; texture
combs; squirt bottles; spray bottles; stickers; cutting and pasting; etc. 
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a r t
The art program has also aligned itself with the school-wide focus on literacy by experimenting with letter
stamps and stencils to create some stunning and typographic artworks. Students have also experimented
with and discovered the joy of some kinetic painting techniques (spinning & folding) to create some beautiful
artworks for Bird Week. 

Over the semester students have been working one-on-one or in a small group with staff assistance to learn
and practice these skills, so a BIG THANKYOU goes out to all the Educational Support staff for all their
assistance, patience, passion and dedication. It has been so wonderful to see the students enjoy and
develop their creativity and learn to express themselves with enthusiasm and curiosity within the art
program. Well done to everyone, I look forward to more creative adventures with you all next year!!! 

Kind regards, Kurtis 
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S E N I O R  T R A N S I T I O N  2
Over the year, Senior Transition 2 was busy participating in various programs on site and during remote
learning. These include…

Literacy/ communication

The students participated in a variety of activities to develop their expressive, receptive, reading and writing
skills. These include narrating and recounting experiences at school and home, learning to introduce
themselves, learning to communicate using AAC devices such as PODD book and iPad, completing some
comprehension activities, reading short stories and completing reading activities using the Reading Eggs
program on the internet. The students learnt about some important signs in the community. They enjoyed fun
activities such as guessing the word game and word finds.

Maths

Students participated in various activities to develop their mathematical skills related to time, measurement,
money and number. They learnt these skills in structured maths sessions and in contexts while participating
in some work related programs. They learnt to follow schedule to complete a set of task during breakfast
club, travel training and coffee club; measured ingredients during dog biscuits making program and helped
with sorting vegetables to make boxes during farm raiser program.
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s e n i o r  t r a n s i t i o n  2

Work related skills programs

Breakfast Club program- students participated with interest in this program and learnt to develop their
hospitality skills of running a café.

Coffee club program and dog biscuit making programs- students actively participated in this program
and developed their numeracy and cooking skills.

Gardening and Farm raiser programs- students learnt to grow, harvest, package and sell some of the
herbs and plants during the gardening program. They enjoyed making mosaic patterns for garden displays
such as pavers and bird baths. 

Packaging at Brite industries - students helped with packaging a variety of items at Brite industries.
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s e n i o r  t r a n s i t i o n  2
Electives

Students participated in the electives program. Each term they selected one programme from ICT, cooking
and Physical Education programmes depending on their interest to further develop their skills.

Health and Fitness

Students enjoyed walking, exercising on the outdoor gym equipment, yoga and learnt to develop their bike
riding skills. We also focussed on self-care and following hygiene practices at home and at school especially
in relation to the COVID 19 Pandemic situation.

Travel training and excursions

Students actively participated in the travel training program where they learnt to use the public transport
such as bus and tram. They learnt to locate the bus stop, read the bus number, greet the bus driver and use
the MYKi card.

In Term1 and 2, Students visited a variety of places such as café, shopping centre, bowling, parks and
beaches as part of the excursion program to help them to develop appropriate behaviour and social skills in
the community and learn recreation skills. 
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s e n i o r  t r a n s i t i o n  2
Personal and Interpersonal skills

Students followed the class routines and helped with domestic duties such as wiping their tables, washing
their dishes and vacuuming the classroom to develop their independent living skills.

With the help of visuals, class discussions and drama activities, students learnt about how to be a good
friend, asking for and giving permission, stop/go and tell concept, cyber-safety, self -regulation of emotions
and maintaining respectful relationships. They had fun playing turn taking games.

Remote Learning and Special Events

Healthy Living week, Multicultural day and Birthday celebrations were some of the special events enjoyed
during the year.

Students participated in a variety of activities during remote learning. The activities included project work,
literacy and numeracy activities and attending webex sessions. Students were very happy to see their
teachers and classmates during online school assembly.

We wish our graduating students Istahil Hayle and Teddy Mai all the very best for the future.

Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year!!!…… from Senior Transition 2

S E N I O R  T R A N S I T I O N  3
The ST3 boys – grumpy, tired, hormonal and hungry but fun, interesting, curious and strong – have done a
superb job managing being teenagers while meeting the complex demands of coming to school. They are
more robust socially and in unfamiliar contexts, they prepare food more independently, use their AAC to
express their needs and wants and are increasingly skilled at talking about feelings. 

Their resilience through the strange disruptions of lockdowns and the way they have managed almost two
years of interrupted routines and still developed so much as young men has been moving for us to all to be a
part of. 

With a new teacher, Emily, steering them through – for most – their final year of school in 2022 they are sure
to take their love of food, music, stories and AAC to new heights.

-Tim, Ta, Lucy, Khaled, Jack, Hamdi, Jai, Abdul, John, Joe, Noah and Glynn. 
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P . E .
This semester, although we were only onsite part time, we still managed to have an excellent time in PE. This
was, in large part to do with our brand new bike sheds, a brand new fully adaptive trike (to add to our pretty
nice collection of bikes for all), and space to store our toy road signs, lights, and cones. All of the students at
Waratah are able to spend more time riding at a level they can engage fully in, and less time transitioning to
the bike shed. In addition to this, more time in the fresh air!

This semester we extended our footy day celebrations by picking up where we left off in term three (because
of the unfortunate lockdowns) and continued to work on all things AFL related. It was really exciting to see all
students be able to engage with this Victorian favourite and so exciting to see how many students managed
to learn to drop kick and handball!

While we weren’t able to attend swimming, camps, or other sports incursions and excursions, we all still
managed to have a lot of fun, learn a lot, and most importantly keep moving!

Here’s to a much more routine and equally active 2022.
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